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Over 250 new map building assets! This DLC will open up a whole new world of optional content for your existing maps. Have you ever wanted a lovely lake in the center of the map? Desert DLC will help you make and use that option. But this DLC is a lot more than just a lake! This content also provides you with 4 new panels, ground textures, particle
effects, and a new map editor! The Desert DLC will expand on the vast map designs of the base game! If you are already a fan of the Desert DLC, you can mix Deserts with other DLC such as the Enemy Defenses and Epic Bosses. The same dream of making the ultimate PvP map with endless possibilities! Virtual Battlemap DLC Features: -NEW MAP EDITOR
-NEW BASE GROUND TEXTURES -NEW ENEMY ARTWORK -CHALLENGES AND LEVEL RESOURCES -EXTENSIVE FARMING OUTFITS, TERRAIN, & MAP OPTIONS Click here to see other DLC updates: Looking for some tips on the modding workshop? Here's where to find the info: About the mod: Virtual Battlemap: Deserts is a new DLC (4-1-13) that adds to the core
VB network another map type, which requires a water source on your map as a base point. This DLC will add to your map over 40 new elements and objects for you to use! Take a little time out of your day and enjoy creating the most amazing maps for your virtual battles! Play the DLC Now: Please Note: If you like the trailer and you have a modder's guild

membership, you can already download the map-making content and use it in your maps. If not, you can click here to view the DLC on Google Drive:

Features Key:
Learn the basic mechanics of the game

Learn how to master the Dark Magician's powers
Learn how to use the darken aura to your advantage

Learn to make the most powerful Magical Sword
Learn how to gain advantage with the Shield of Darkness

 

What you'll get

A deck of playing cards and equipment
Instructions

How long do I need?

We have put ample time and effort into creating this deck of cards. Obviously, the more the merrier! It would take 2+ hours

Where does the Dark Magician Game come from?

The Dark Magician Game is a deck of playing cards that were used at a sold-out promotional event, consisting of magic and comedy for heavy metal fans. The ticket itself helped to raise money for a large Ohio charity. And clearly, it was a great success, as the event raised over $20,000 in tickets and on-site sales. Perhaps your merch will enjoy the same kind of
popularity!

 

Can I pick my favorite character?

The Depperary: 

The Depperary is the exclusive tutorial walkthrough of the Dark Magician Game. In it, you'll learn the basics of the Dark Magician, the other side's play style and how to beat them as you learn to play. 
 

 

The Self-made: 
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